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from the MEMORY,
from the BODY,
from the TIME,
from the LANGUAGE built by 5 young Portuguese studios, today.

GEOgraphias presents an exhibition about the work of five Portuguese architecture studios that have been developing dichotomies 
between representation, project and work, proposing to reflect about graphic representations resulting from the human actions and 
perceptions about the place that one lives and its construction.

GEO, from place, landscape and territory. The selected studios represent different places, characterized by specificities of the 
territories to which they belong.



GRAPHIA, from graphic characterization, cartography and discipline that veicules a representation. The selected studios differ from the 
methods with which they interact and the way that they communicate trough their graphias.

The exhibition presents in a first moment a chain of dialogues between the studios and the geographic places in which they intervene, 
and in a second moment a dip about the body and the transposition of language, unique in each studio and its territory.

Through the presentation of the selected works, the intention is to discuss, today, about the identities that can be generated in 
architectural language arising from the places where they exist; about the dialogues that can be established between representations 
and transpositions to the work; about the construction of tectonic bodies, integral parts of memory networks, of time and places.



CAVE OFFICE

Entropia
(2021; digital and hand-drawing print; 100x100cm)



Musical essence of my useless verses
                                verse by Álvaro de Campos suggested by atelier Corpo



CORPO

Primitive Structure
(2019; collage, postcard, oil paper, coloured pencil and pencil on paper; 59,4x42cm)



CORPO

Incomplete Ruin
(2019; collage, postcard, oil paper, coloured pencil and pencil on paper; 70x50cm)



CORPO

Cut Facade
(2020; collage, postcard, oil paper, coloured pencil and pencil on paper; 70x100cm)



CORPO

Assembled Elements
(2020; collage, oil paper, coloured pencil and pencil on paper; 56x76cm)



CORPO

Dyslexic Facade
(2020; collage, postcard, oil paper, coloured pencil and pencil on paper; 76x56cm)



CORPO

Inverted Roofs
(2019; collage, oil stick, coloured pencil and pencil on paper; 70x100cm)



CORPO

Exposed Concrete Walls
(2019; collage, oil stick, coloured pencil and pencil on paper; 70x100cm)



Design is only design if it communicates knowledge.
                                                                                                            Enzo Mari



MEZZO ATELIER

Stratified House
(2021; silkscreen and offset printing on paper, limited edition of 35; 42x29,7cm)



MEZZO ATELIER

Stratified House triptych
(1 - 2021; serigraphy over offset print; 122x70cm)
(2 - 2021; aluminium plate with offset print; 42x29,7cm)
(3 - 2021; silkscreen and offset printing on paper, limited edition of 35; 42x29,7cm)
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MEZZO ATELIER

Assembly triptych
 (4 - 2021; serigraphy over offset print; 122x70cm)

 (5 - 2021; silkscreen and offset printing on paper, limited edition of 35; 42x29,7cm)
 (6 - 2021; aluminium plate with offset print; 42x29,7cm)
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MEZZO ATELIER

Assembly
(2021; silkscreen and offset printing on paper, limited edition of 35; 42x29,7cm)

€750



NMS

PO
(2021; risograph + graphite, 200g arco paper; 42x29cm)

NMS

chhhà
(2020; dry pastel, 180g paper; 59x42cm) 

NMS

chá
(2020; dry pastel, 180g paper; 59x42cm) 

€600

NMS

chaaá
(2020; wax pastel, 140g paper; 86x62cm)

NMS

chaaaá
(2020; dry pastel, 180g paper; 59x42cm) 

NMS

chaáaaaa
(2020; dry pastel, 180g paper; 59x42cm)

NMS

chááá
(2020; dry pastel, 180g paper; 59x42cm) 

€250





PONTO ATELIER

CAC
(2019; digital collage printed on coated paper 220gr + aluminium frame; 70x50cm)

PONTO ATELIER

Fajã
(2020; digital collage printed on coated paper 220gr + aluminium frame; 70x50cm)



PONTO ATELIER

Agrela
(2021; digital collage printed on coated paper 220gr + aluminium frame; 70x50cm)

PONTO ATELIER

socalco #01
(2018; digital collage printed on coated paper 220gr + aluminium frame; 70x50cm)



PONTO ATELIER

socalco pool #02
(2018; digital collage printed on coated paper 220gr + aluminium frame; 70x50cm)

PONTO ATELIER

Jasmineiro #01
(2018; digital collage printed on coated paper 220gr + aluminium frame; 70x50cm)



PONTO ATELIER

Mercearia
(2021; digital collage printed on coated paper 220gr + aluminium frame; 70x50cm)

PONTO ATELIER

Jasmineiro #02
(2018; digital collage printed on coated paper 220gr + aluminium frame; 70x50cm)













For more information or to know about other available works, please contact us: info@cabanamad.com 

Rua da Misericórdia 66, 1º dto (1st floor) - 1200-273 Lisbon, Portugal - T. +351 213420861 - info@cabanamad.com      
Business hours:  Thursday 11am-8pm or by appointment


